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Local students argue election issues at Armstrong
SCAD and Savannah State also participate in student debate
By Brad Curran
Staff Writer

Hot on the heels of the sec
ond presidential debate be
tween Democratic candidate
Barack Obama and Republi
can candidate John McCain,
the College Republicans and
College Democrats met up
lat§ on Oct. 8 in University
Hall to represent their candi
dates in a debate.
The event was hosted by
the Tau Alpha chapter of
Delta Sigma Theta sorority.

Representing the Democrat
ic side were Savannah State
University students Quartavius Swanson and Carry
Smith. Savannah College of
Art and Design student Kathryn Clark and Armstrong
students Kyle Godfrey and
Lauren Leopard represented
the Republican panel.
The debate focused on the
issues that had been raised
in the previous presidential
debates: the rising cost of
healthcare, the ongoing con

flict in Iraq, the need to re
think current tax policy and,
of course, the recent financial
crisis.
Both sides sparred over
Iraq and tax policy—and
defended their candidates
tooth and nail—while field
ing questions from audience
members.
Iraq veteran Rusty Benja
min asked, "If we keep send
ing troops to Iraq, don't you
think that the same troops
that keep going over there

and over there are going to
start to get out", and we're
going to have to pull the
draft?"
The Republicans respond
ed that scenario would be
unlikely if the military is ex
panded as intended by Mc
Cain.
The College Republicans
also responded to a question
regarding McCain's choice of
Sarah Palin as his running
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Armstrong still makes time to celebrate
After more than a decade, Celebrate AASU Day plans are stronger than ever
By Maggie Martin
Staff Writer

In its 12th year, "Celebrate
AASU D ay" has come a long
way. The biggest changes
from last year's events are
the additions of more live en
tertainment and contests.
"In the future, the celebra
tion could outgrow the quad
and move to the new student
union," SGA Senator Chris
Nowicki said.
Celebrate AASU Day re
turns Oct. 22 from noon un
til 6 p.m. with more food, fun
and live entertainment than
years past.
Armstrong students will
also showcase their talent
as student music groups and
bands play throughout the
day in front of J enkins The
ater.
A number of new events
will be held, including a hotdog eating contest, a threelegged race and mechani
cal bull riding, all offering a
$50.00 Oglethorpe Mall gift
card as prize.

Professors
discuss the
2008 election
Forum features
faculty from several
departments
By Brad Curran
Staff Writer

The Armstrong' Center
hosted a panel of Arm
strong professors for the
departments of crimi
nal justice, political sci
ence and economics and
health science offered their
analysis of the upcom
ing presidential election.
Drs.
Zaphon
Wil
son, Richard Cebula, Bill
Dougherty, Dan Skidmore-Hess, Bob Lefavi
and Katherine Durso all
sat on the Oct. 8 forum
to discuss the hot-button
issues of the campaign.
Each professor offered
the audience their own
take on where the election
stands, and SkidmoreHess gave the '08 election
some historical context.

ELECTION I P AGE 2

Faculty volunteers will
run booths offering free hot
dogs and sodas, and the first
2,500 visitors to the celebra
tion will receive a "Celebrate"
T-shirt.
Student organizations and
faculty groups have been in
vited to set up booths for the
event, and judges will be on
hand to choose winners incategories such as best food,
most informative and most
entertaining.
Celebrate
AASU
Day
takes place at the beginning
of Red Ribbon Week, a na
tional campaign to stand up
for a drug free community.
To participate in the spirit of
Red Ribbon Week, organiz
ers have arranged for a DUI
simulator for the event.
The simulator will show
students how impaired they
would be after a certain
amount of a lcohol consump
tion, Nowicki explained.
"People can watch from
the outside to see what is
happening in the simulator,"
he said.

Photos courtesy of University Relations
Students enjoying some of the many festivities at last year's
annual Celebrate AASU Day, including mechanical bull riding,
bobbing for apples and a petting zoo.

Fine Arts Auditorium nears completion
Hie venue's reopening approaches, bringing with it state-of-the-art equipment
By Joseph Prouse
Staff Writer

The decades-old Fine Arts
Auditorium will reopen in
just a few months, following
a renovation of the hall that
is part of a $5 million project
funded by the State Board of
Regents. The project also in
cludes the renovations ofJen
kins Hall, Mario Incorvaia,
Arts Marketing Director and
Auditorium Manager, told the
Inkwell during an interview.
Incorvaia said that the hall
had gone about 30 years with
out significant upgrades and
that normal wear-and-tear
issues were being corrected.
Collins Construction Ser
vices Inc. (CCSI) added new
lighting and sound equipment
to the auditorium, which
drastically improved the
acoustics of the hall, reducing
the echo-like flutter effect.
The stage area is now
equipped with a new acous
tic shell system that consists
of two folding panel walls on
each side of the stage called

"towers" and "clouds." The
shell system is designed to
enclose those on-stage and to
project their performance di
rectly into the audience with
as little sound loss as poss
ible.
New doors leading to the
lobby of the Fine Arts hall
into the auditorium will
sport the Armstrong com
pass and act as a distur
bance buffer for late comers
thanks to a new set of d oors
just beyond the first ones.
Inside, occupants will find
a wall scheme designed to re
duce any unwanted reverber
ation, while sitting in brandnew,
randomly
colored
seating, are very comfortable
and quiet, said Incorvaia.
CCSI also added a fresh
coat of paint, a fire-curtain,
reinforced the apron of the
stage and reconfigured a por
tion of the backstage area into
instrument storage space.
The plentiful budget al
lowed the band room to be
renovated as well, which is
why the original comple
tion time of late this year

was extended to sometime
into early spring of 2009.
Incorvaia was pleased to
say the architects, Cogdell

and Mendrala Architects,
"did an incredible job."
"I always thought we
had one of the best halls

in town acoustically, and I
think now we're even bet
ter than we were before."

Photo by Luke Farmer
Ongoing renovations at the Fine Arts Auditorium nearing an end will result in s ome much-needed
improvements.
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Calendar of Events

NEWS

Oct. 17: Gay/Straight Alliance 1-3 p.m. UH 158
Oct. 20-21: Red Ribbon Week Sidewalk Art Contest 9/10 a.m. - 3 p.m.

Shearouse Plaza
Oct. 22: Celebrate AASU Day 12-6 p.m. The Quad

To many voters, it seems that politicians
don't place a premium on telling the truth
even after they have been
discredited.
In September, Alaska Gov.
Sarah Palin, the Republican
vice presidential candidate,
repeatedly told audiences
that she had said, "Thanks,
but no thanks," to the Bridge
to Nowhere, a proposed span
to a sparsely populated Alas
kan island. Several news
organizations called the
statement false or more com
plicated than Palin let on.
But she continued to make
the statement anyway.
It didn't take long for factchecking organizations like,
say, factcheck.org to find
what they called repeated
"whoppers" in statements
from Democrats and the
Obama campaign. Among
the more egregious: McCain
wants to stay in Iraq for too
years.
False and extremely dis
torted claims can be found
in almost all congressional,
senatorial and gubernatorial
campaigns across the coun
try, with little apparent effect
on the electorate.
"Are voters punishing peo
ple when independent sourc
es are labeling candidates as
liars? I don't see that they are
yet," Hamburger said.
"If candidates feel free to
assert falsehoods and repeat
them, it is generally because
voters will believe them and
the candidates can get away
with it," wrote Katharine Seelye of The New York Times
last month.
Not everyone thinks that
kind of cynicism makes factchecking irrelevant.
"There's a confidence on
the side of both campaigns
that if they repeat something
often enough it will override
fact checking," said Kathleen
Hall Jamieson, a University
of Pennsylvania expert on
political speech.
"But (studies show) on
some of the key claims that
have been distorted, the
public has figured it out or is
in the process of figuring it
out."
Others argue fact-check

ing itself is flawed.
"The 'fact check' is opin
ion journalism or criticism,
masquerading as straight
news," wrote James Taranto
on The Wall Street Journal's
Web site. "The object is not
merely to report facts but to
pass a judgment. ... If a poli
tician makes a statement that
is flatly false, it does notneed
to be 'fact checked.'"
Flawed or not, some con
sultants say mainstream crit
icism of campaign claims can
still be helpful to candidates,
if not necessarily for voters.
Chris Wilson, a Repub
lican pollster and political
analyst: "If you do get an ad
shot down bythe mainstream
media ... that message gets
disseminated very quickly. It
gives your opponent a tool to
come out and call you a liar."
Actually, calling your op
ponent a "liar" has become
something of a fad among
campaigns and partisans in
2008.
Liberal blogger Josh Mar
shall, in mid-September: "It
seems like the English lan
guage isn't big enough to
contain the lies of J ohn Mc
Cain."
Conservative
blogger
Rick Moran, in late August:
"We can say for certain that
Obama is a liar of the first
magnitude."
The Democratic National
Committee regularly e-mails
to reporters a feature it calls
"Count the Lies." It's up to
132 examples.
McCain came close to us
ing the "L-word" against
Obama: "I guess he believes
if a lie is big enough and re
peated often enough, it will
be believed," he said at a re
cent rally.
The line got some ap
plause, which reveals another
fact the truth? about political
claims.
"In general, the elector
ate thinks the candidate it
supports is accurate and (the
opponent's) a liar," Jamieson
said.

dience and relayed them to
the panel, such as why Sarah
Palin was chosen as John Mc
"In my lifetime, the Dem Cain's runningmate in light
ocratic candidate for presi of the criticism of Barack
dent has only twice received Obama's lack of experience.
a majority of the popular
Skidmore-Hess respond
vote, and the last time was ed that it was in part of an
Jfmmy Carter in 1976, and he effort by the McCain cam
barely was over 50 percent. paign to further satisfy con
"As things stand now, servative Republicans with
there are a couple of polls a vice-president that would
out right, including Ras- be comfortable to them.
mussen, which I take very
Lefavi, who holds dual
seriously, which suggest American-Italian
citizen
that which suggest that the ship and leads many study
Democratic candidate is abroad trips to Italy, also re
above 50 percent right now. sponded to a question about
That could indicate what po the significance of the elec
litical scientists call a 'bipo tion to America's relation
lar realignment,'" he said. ship with other countries.
. A "realigning" election
"My [Italian study abroad]
is when a large portion of students would come to
the electorate embraces the me regularly and say, 'They
views of a specific ideol know more about our poli
ogy or policy, such the elec tics than we do,' and al
tions of 1932 and 1980. most every conversation
Professor Kathleen Burke they got into would end up
took questions from the au with this: 'Did you vote for

George Bush, and if so why?'
"This is what my students
are telling me, and every
one they meet tends to like
Obama, and they all came
back and said, 'My gosh, they
really don't like our presi
dent,' and muchof that stems
from our involvement in Iraq.
The more salient point is how
much they know and care
about everything going on
here. It'll floor you," he said.
Despite Obama's popu
larity aboard and at home,
Wilson feels the election
could still go either way.
"I really think it's a toss
up. Now it depends on the
swing states, it would depend
the turnout, and it depends
on Democrats mobilizing a
lot of people to get out, but
you don't know, it's really too
close to call right now. I re
ally wouldn't be surprised if
Obama won, but in my opin
ion he's still the underdog. It
could go either way," he said.

By Dave Helling
McClatchy Newspapers
(MCT)

Do words matter?
You'll hear thousands of
them in Wednesday's final
presidential candidate de
bate to go with the millions
you have already heard or
read from John McCain and
Barack Obama, their run
ning mates, their surrogates
words that tumble, roll and
ricochet in your family room,
at your workplace, inside
your head.
And perhaps you are left
with a nagging suspicion that
many of the words you are
hearing in debates, speeches
and ads are not actually, um,
true.
Campaigns know you feel
that way. In fact, the great
argument of the 2008 cycle
among political consul
tants and their customers is
whether the truth really mat
ters any more.
"Most of m y clients ... are
shocked when I tell them vot
ers start from the proposition
they are liars," said longtime
political consultant Martin
Hamburger.
His colleagues, he says,
hear similar news.
Writes Amy Sullivan in
Time: "Candidates simply
don't suffer for making false
.claims, unless those claims
become part of a narrative
that casts them as untrust
worthy. Even then they often
choose to keep running the
offending ads, knowing full
well t hat the power of a 30second spot will alwa ys out
weigh media oversight."
That skepticism, some ex
perts think, runs deeper this
year than the usual concern
about distortions, misleading
facts and the half-true claims
about opponents and their
positions. Those have been
a part of American presiden
tial politics since that brutal
John Adams-Thomas Jeffer
son tilt back in 1800.
But this time, they say,
campaigns have decided to
continue making false claims
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Campus Life
Voices on Campus

^presldenl|a, de|Jatea; Did you „atch?
By Alexandra North
StaffWriter

The presidential and vice presidential debates have taken over teleNjision scr eens
as candidates hope to sway that last undecided voter. In the coming wee . >
go to the polls to vote for the next president of the United States based on what they
know from the campaigns' website, the television and straight from t ie o s mo 1
at those debates.
Armstrong students responded to the questions "Did you watch the presidential de
bates? Did watching them change your mind? If you d idn t watc h them, o >011 care.

"I watched the [Oct. 7] debate, but
I was pretty much decided before
then."
-Amanda Mathis, senior,
English major

"I watched the Vice Presidential
Debate and some of the first
presidential debate. I think it
almost did sway my opinion
with the vice presidential
debate; in a way, they brought
in a lot of points that made me
admire the V.P. candidate."
-Edgar Garcia, freshman,
pre-business

"I care in a way, but I don't care
enough to watch them. I plan to
read up on them after midterms."
-DeAnne George, senior,
English major

: ;

.

I watched the Vice Presidential
Debate and one of McCain's
speeches. McCain's speech
swayed my opinion for the
better."
-Ally Pratt, junior,
English communications

"No, I did not watch them. They
were life-altering. No, I do not
care."
-Kevin Daiss, senior,
English

....

I do care, but I don't. Either
way, I'm not going to vote. I'm
ignorant to the polls."
-Brittany King, sophomore,
nursing

Six by Six

The real opinion on those debates
By Alexandra North
StaffWriter

Presidential debates can be boring, exciting, argumentative or wordy. Sometimes de
bates do not reveal anything new or special. There are differing opinions as to whether
the debates are helpful or just a bunch of campaign rhetoric.
Armstrong students were given six words to answer the question: "What do you think
of presidential debates?"
"Pointless and a waste of
time."

•They show a candidate s true

-Anna Richmond, sophomore,
art

-Emily Murphy, junior,
English

"They are not important to

"No focus on the actual issues."

me."

-Lauren Sullivan, sophomore,
English

-Travis Hardman, sophomore,
engineering

»0h m, ,od, are you kidding

colors.

-DeAnne George, senior,
English

"I think one should stop
lying."

-Alex Hernandez, junior,
political science

We encourage readers to e-mail us with their six-word suggestions for this week's topic:

What do you Celebrate about AASU?
E-mail submissions to campusiife.inkwell@gmaii.com. Be sure to include your name, year in school and major.

Please limit yourself to one submission per topic.

DEBATE | FROM PAGE 1
mate by saying that Palin's
selection was made in order
to offset a concern by many
Republicans that McCain is
insufficiently conservative.

Both sides concluded by
responding to the question
of why they were supporting
their candidate as the ideal .
choice.
"What I like about Barack
Obama is that it's something
new, and I like the fact that

he's not so entangled in
Washington. He's not letting
them dictate the way he be
haves so much, and I respect
that and like that about him,"
Swanson said.
"The thing about John Mc
Cain is he votes for what he

believes in. He's not always
voting for the Republican
line or the Democratic line ...
he really stands up for what
he believes in, and takes a lot
of courage to standup to your
own party," Clark said.
As for the election itself,

Smith ended the debate by
emphasizing the role that
young people are and will beplaying in it.
The
2004
election
marked the largest increase
of young voters since 1972.
Over 20 million young peo

ple voted between 18 and 29,
cast a ballot, and that was 42
million who were eligible to
vote. In Georgia, we've reg
istered almost a quarter of a
million people to vote. Soget
out, vote and let your voice
be heard."

The Inkwell
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Editorials & Opinions | Page 3

The Inkwell welcomes and invites letters to the editor. All submissions must be less than 350 words, and they must
be signed. E-mail your submission to inkwell@armstrong.edu .
Opinions expressed in op/ed columns or in editorial cartoons do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the newspaper.
The Inkwell reserves the right to edit for grammar and spelling.

STILL UNDECIDED? THEN JUST DON'T VOTE
Joel Stein, Special to the Los
Angeles Times

Don't vote. People will try
to guilt you into it, but stay
strong and resist. I'm talk
ing to all of you who don't
feel strongly about either
presidential candidate, not
just those 8o undecided idi
ots seated at Tuesday's town
hall-style debate. Those
people just crave attention
and are way too proud of
skimming enough Google
News headlines to formu
late a question. Give each a
hug and a Debate Attendee
diploma and I bet they'll
pick a candidate real fast.
Voting is not an act of
charity. It doesn't help any
one else. It's an entirely self
ish act of expressing your
opinion and asking for poli
cies you want. If your mere
opinion added to our na
tion's well-being, it would
be patriotic to take telemar
keting calls. And I'd read
the e-mails you send me.
A high voter turnout
doesn't make our democracy
work better. Canada typically
has a turnout of more than
75 percent, and it has yet to
pick a leader anyone's heard
of. If voting truly helped
other people, you'd get an or

ange drink and cookies along
with that "I voted" sticker.
Almost half of those who
are eligible won't vote this
year, and that nonparticipation is a legitimate expres
sion of feelings about our
political system. You'll be
saying that none of the con
tenders convinced you but
that your vote is available
next time to someone who
does. It's what I say every
week to "American Idol."
Organizations that try
to increase voter turnout —
Rock the Vote, HeadCount,
the New Voters Project, the
League of Women Voters and
the DorkySelf-important Guy
Whose Office Is Near Yours
— will try to guilt you into
casting a ballot. Most will use
the scare technique of tell
ing you that if you don't vote,
you will forfeit your right to
complain, which, if there had
just been some Jews at the
Constitutional Convention,
would have been ensured
by an lith Amendment.
But I'm pretty sure that
not voting is the safest way
to assure your right to com
plain. Because if you do vote,
the odds are slightly better
than even that you're go
ing to vote 'for the winner,
which will ruin your ability
to gripe about him. If I were

John McCain, I'd put all my
money behind ads that say,
"Vote for me so you can com
plain for the next four years."
Last week, a heap of ce
lebrities appeared in an on
line video, self-produced by
Leonardo DiCaprio, sarcas
tically telling people not to
vote. After DiCaprio, Ashton
Kutcher, Natalie Portman,
Usher, Demi Moore, Tobey
Maguire and Ellen DeGeneres told you not to vote,
Courteney Cox asked, "Who
cares about your children's
education?" Jamie Foxx add
ed, "Who cares about global
warming?" Halle Berry:
"Don't vote. Unless you care
about health care." Forest
Whitaker mentioned welfare
and the minimum wage, and
Dustin Hoffman talked about
gay rights and abortion rights.
Then they all pretended they
were going to wait around
on screen until you click
over to a site that will reg
ister you to vote. The supe
rior, self-satisfied tone of the
video not only made me not
want to vote for president, it
caused me to throw away my
Writers Guild awards ballot.
Such campaigns to in
crease voter registration all
seem disingenuous because
they are. There's a reason all
the organizations trying to"

increase the number of vot
ers are full of liberals. It's
because poor people, minori
ties, the undereducated and
the young are the least likely
to register; the higher the
turnout among those groups,
the better the Democrats do.
The reason no one is trying
to "Country Music the Vote"
is because George Strait
fans already vote. We don't
"Rap the Vote" because the
only words that rhyme with
"vote" are the Democratic-

The World Vote: Barack Obama Is Almost
Universally Favored Over John Mccain Outside the
United States; Should That Matter to Americans?
results that are beyond the
grasp of Mr. McCain? The
answer is not as obvious as
By now it is well known the survey results suggest.
One caveat comes in the
that if the rest of the world
report
of the Pew Global
had a vote, Barack Obama
Attitudes
Project, which
would be the next U.S. presi
points
out
that Obamamadent. Polls and studies by
the Pew foundation, BBC nia is largely absent in the
and the Gallup organization region where U.S. influence
have shown that Europeans, most needs a boost: the
Latin Americans, Africans Middle East. Only 34 per-C
and Asians not only favor cent of Lebanese, 31 percent
Mr. Obama overwhelmingly of Egyptians and 22 percent
over John McCain but be of Jordanians said they have
lieve he will improve U.S. confidence in Mr. Obama to
relations with the rest of the do the right thing in world
world. Americans seem to be affairs; in Pakistan the fig
ure was 10 percent. Israel
attracted by such findings;
polls here show that many is one of the few countries
voters are concerned about in the world where at least
the deterioration of U.S. some polls have shown Mr.
prestige during the Bush ad McCain leading Mr. Obama.
ministration and want the Many Israelis fear that Mr.
next president to restore it. Obama will be too soft on
This invites a question: If Iran; many Arabs predict
Mr. Obama were elected, that he will be too soft on Is
how likely would he be to ful rael. The new administration,
fill those high expectations? whether that of Mr. Obama
And could he really deliver or Mr. McCain, may have to

The Washington Post

accept anti-Americanism in
Pakistan as the price of stay
ing on the offensive against
al-Qaida and the Taliban.
Mr. Obama's huge popu
larity in Western Europe
— h is favorable ratings are
over 80 percent in France
and Germany — seems to re
flect an expectation that the
Democrat would reverse the
policies of President Bush.
But Mr. Obama favors send
ing large numbers of addi
tional troops to Afghanistan,
while public opinion in every
NATO country but Britain
favors withdrawal. At the
governmental level, some
senior officials in Germany,
France and Britain say that
they object to Mr. Obama's
plan to pursue negotiations
with Iran unconditionally;
the European policy has been
to require Tehran first to
suspend work on its nuclear
program. Both Mr. Obama
and Mr. McCain are likely
to alleviate two of the larg-

est irritants in U.S.-Europe
an relations by closing the
Guantanamo Bay prison and
adopting a serious program
to combat climate change.
The outpouring of enthu
siasm for Mr. Obama in plac
es such as Berlin — whe re a
smaller share of people say
they have favorable views
of the United States than in
Russia or China — seem s to
reflect a longing to repair
a broken relationship. An
Obama presidency offers
the possibility of building on
those sentiments. Mr. McCa
in would have to start cold.
Neither may have a good
chance of obtaining more
European troops for Afghan
istan or major new sanctions
against Iran. But on the in
tangible but critical question
of American prestige and the
willingness to accept U.S.
leadership that comes with it,
Mr. Obama has more to offer.

unfriendly "Swift boat,"
"zygote" and "sports coat."
But it's not only the politi
cal scheming of Democrats.
The entire ruling class wants
you to vote for the same rea
son dictators claim a 100
percent turnout: Casting a
ballot tricks you into believ
ing you have as equal a stake
in the power structure as the
rich and connected. It's a ba

sic political-science axiom
that citizens are less likely
to revolt if t hey feel they de
termined who gets to look
down Arianna Huffington's
blouse at political soirees.
So feel free not to vote. Just
remember, ifso many groups'
main objective really were to
strengthen democracy, Amer
ica would have gotten rid of
the electoral college by now.
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Letter to the Editor
I enjoyed your coverage
on the Financial Aid Dept.
recently. I am sorry to say
that I read the story with
tears in my eyes. You see,
in order for me to go to
school, I have to cut back
on my hours at work.
The only problem is
that I have three children
that my husband and I
are trying to support (two
of which are teenagers
looking toward their own
collegiate future). I was
really counting on my fi
nancial aid in order to do
this. After writing a mas
sive check for my books, I
told myself that it would
be OK because I can pay
myself back with my fi

nancial aid check because
I was told that it would
come in a couple of weeks
after school began. Unfor
tunately, it never arrived,
and I was forced to drop
my classes because I can
not afford to drop my work
hours. If my financial aid
had gone through as it was
supposed to, I would still
be a student at Armstrong.
Now, I have to wait un
til next Fall. I surely hope
they haye their act togeth
er before then! I wonder
how many other students
couldn't afford rent, food
or had to drop out as well!

- Lavonda Rowe
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SPORTS

Calendar of Events
Oct. 16-19: Men's & Women's Tennis at ITA Small College National Championships @ Mobile, Alabama
Oct. 18: Volleyball vs. West Georgia 3 p.m.

Soccer at Tampa 7 p.m.
Oct. 22: Soccer vs. USC Aiken 3:30 p.m.

Spotlight on Von Shenefelt

Weekly Armstrong
Sports Trivia
By Tiffany Thornton
Sports Editor

By Gabriella Kovacs
Staff Writer

Former Armstrong golfer
Von Shenefelt is facing new
challenges this year. He not
only plans to graduate, but
after playing on the men's
golf team for three years, he
accepted the role as student
assistant coach.
Shenefelt was born on
Sept. 24, 1984, in Philadel
phia, and he later moved to
Pittsburg. During his child
hood, Shenefelt played bas
ketball and baseball, but he
realized that golf was his pas
sion when his dad took him
to a local golf course at the
age of 14.
He wanted a more indi
vidual challenge, which is
the reason he chose golf over
other sports.
He started his Armstrong
career in 2005. That year
the team placed third in The
Peach Belt Conference Cham
pionship and then fourth in
regionals.
His sophomore year, the
team again placed third in
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the PBC Championship.
Shenefelt enjoys being a
Pirate.
"I have made some great
friendships with the guys
over my last three years, and
have been privileged to see
some talented players come
through here," he said.
He started assisting head
coach Michael Butler this
year, which he has been en
joying so far. He has more
responsibilities than before,
but Shenefelt likes the chal
lenge.
His' job includes traveling
with the men and women's
teams, assisting in workouts,
keeping statistics and facili
tating practices.
He is very confident about
this season.
Shenefelt sjid that the
women's team has never had
so many talented players,
and the men's goal is to make
it to the National Champion
ship again for the first time
since 2005.
"I see them shining this
2008-2009 season."

QUESTIONS:
S i.)After being discontinued following the 1987-88
season, when was the men's golf program rein
stated?
1 2.)Where and when did the volleyball team play Bei
jing University?
( 3.)What team became Armstrong's ninth sport in
2005?
• 4.)What sport earned Armstrong's first undefeated
season? In what year?
5.)What sports have the same head coach for both
men's and women's teams?
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Von Shenefelt played on the men's golf team for three years.

Armstrong soccer downs Queens
(NC), 3-1, in Columbus

Photo courtesy of Sports Communications
Erin O'Ro urke gave the pirates a three goal lead.

Courtesy of Sports
Communications

'

COLUMBUS, Ga. - The
Armstrong women's soccer
squad scored three first-half
goals in defeating Queens
(NC), 3-1, in the Peach Belt/
Conference Carolinas Chal
lenge on Friday Oct. 10.
The Pirates (6-3-3) wasted
no time in the match, getting

an early lead in the second
minute as reigning PBC Play
er of the Week Kristin Burton
scored off of a pass from Ja
mie Craine for her 13th goal
of the season.
Armstrong then took a
two goal lead in the 25th
minute as sophomore Lianne
Stridden tallied her first goal
of the year, off of a pass from

bordis Petursdottir.
Freshman
Erin
O'Rourke found the back of
the net in the 34th minute
with a rocket shot from the
top of the box, giving the
Pirates the insurmountable
three goal lead.
Queens (5-6-2) tallied its
only goal in the 42nd minute
as Megan McCarrell scored
off of an assist by Erin Likins
to make it 3-1 heading into
intermission. It was the Roy
als' only shot of the first half.
Armstrong
allowed
Queens just two shots in the
second half in picking up the
win. The Pirates outshot the
Royals, 20-3, while owning
a 9-2 advantage in corner
kicks.
Queens goalkeeper Kirsten
Kornacki made four saves in
the first half and gave up all
three Pirate goals, while sub
stitute goalkeeper Michelle
Landry made four saves in a
scoreless second half. Arm
strong keeper Tracey Mitch
ell made one save in the net
for the Pirates.
Burton led all players with
eight shots on the night, in
cluding five on goal. Both
teams were participants in
the NCAA Southeast Re
gional a season ago and the
Pirates improved to 2-0 alltime against the Royals.

Player of the week
By Courtland Hendricks
Staff Writer

Senior Chris Wolfe tal
lied his third top 10 finish
of the season - his sixth in
a row -and, reaching back
to last season, carded his
eighth top 10 finish out of
his last ten tournaments at
the Mizuno Savannah In
tercollegiate tournament.
Wolfe tied for third in
dividually with a one-under-par 215, firing a 70 on
Monday, Oct. 6. He closed
the day with a 73 later in
the afternoon.
The Warner Robins na
tive finished with an even
par 72 on Oct. 7.
The Ail-American cred
its his recent success to re
laxation.
"I've really tried enjoy
ing golf instead of taking it
so seriously. 1 used ot be so
hard on myself that I think
it held me back," Wolfe
Photo courtesy of Sports Communications
said.
The Armstrong men's
Chris Wolfe tallied his third Top 10 of the season.
golf team shot a collective
298, 300 and 298. The 54hole tournament was cohosted by the. Pirates and merits at the college and am legiate performers.
Georgia Southern. The only ateur levels, Wolfe still isn't
"Finishing in the Top 10 •
Division II team in the 13- satisfied. After the tourna in a D- i field was nice, but I
team field, Armstrong was ment, Wolfe was asked what really wanted to win. Once
able to pull out an impres he was feeling after having you have won, you really
just proven himself against want to win every chance
sive fifth place finish.
Despite all his achieve- some of the country's top col you get," he said.

Pirates move into first place with 3-0 volleyball win over FMU
Courtesy of Sports
Communications

SAVANNAH, Ga. - The
Armstrong volleyball squad
moved into the top spot of
the Peach Belt Conference
standings with a convincing
3-0 win over Francis Mari
on on Friday Sept. 20 in Sa
vannah. Game scores were:
25-23, 25-15, 25-22.

The Pirates (15-5, 3-1
PBC) halted Francis Mar
ion's 10-match win streak
while extending its own
winning streak to four.
Armstrong has also won
eight out of its last nine
matches over the last month
and now sits atop the league
standings at 3-1, with FMU,
USC Aiken and Lander all at

2-1.
Senior Rindy Vidovich
had an outstanding night
for host Armstrong, hitting
.526 with 10 kills and no er
rors in 19 attempts. Her xo
kills moved her past Nicole
Smith (822) for 10th place
on the all-time Armstrong
kill chart, giving the San
Pedro, Calif., native 828

kills in her career. Fresh
man Torrie Bevolo notched
11 kills, while sophomore
Hannah Segebart tallied 32
assists and freshman Casey
Howett notched 20 digs.
Francis Marion (16-5, 2-1
PBC) was led by Amanda
Mitchell's nine kills, Jenna
Kaiser's 22 assists and Kelsie Deaton's 11 digs

In a matchup featuring
the top two hitting teams
in the Peach Belt Confer
ence, the Pirates had the
edge, hitting .220 for the
match, sparked by a solid
game two in which Arm
strong collected 16 kills
and hit .448, while the
Patriots hit just .092.^

Sports Communications
Rindy Vidovich had an outstanding
10 kills in t he game.
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Middles lead pirates past
braves, 3-0, on Saturday

Burton's tally gives
pirates 1-0 win over
No. 19 Belmont Abbey

Courtesy of Sports
Communications

SAVANNAH, Ga. - Senior
Y Vidovieh and fresh
man Casie Richards com
bined to hit .613 with 19 kills
in leading the Armstrong vol
leyball squad to a 3-0 Peach
Belt Conference victory over
visiting UNC Pembroke on
Saturday Oct. 11 in Savan
nah.
The Pirates' two middle
hitters helped Armstrong hit
•34° as a team, the highest
percentage against a PBC foe
so far this season. Armstrong
(16-5, 4-1 PBC) won its fifth
straight match and eighth out
of the last nine, while UNC
Pembroke (11-11, 1-2 PBC)
saw its modest three-match
win streak come to a close.
Freshman Torrie Bevolo
led all players for the Pi
rates with 11 kills, to go with
14 digs. Vidovich finished
the day with 10 kills and no
errors in 18 attempts, hit
ting -556 individually, while
Richards had nine kills and
no errors in 13 attempts for a
.692 percentage. Sophomore
Hannah Segebart tallied 37
assists and freshman Casey
Howett notched 16 digs.
UNC Pembroke was led
by reigning PBC Player of
the Week Allie Schneider's
seven kills and .353 hitting
percentage, six of those kills
which came in the first game.
Whitney Hanlin collected
16 assists and reigning PBC
Specialist of the Week An
drea Laa notched six digs.
The Pirates return to ac
tion on Wednesday, October
15, with a 7:00 p.m. match at
Flagler in St. Augustine, Fla.
UNC Pembroke returns to
action on Tuesday, October
14, with a 7:00 p.m. Peach
Belt Conference match at Au
gusta State.

Courtesy of Sports
Communications

COLUMBUS, Ga. Junior Kristin Burton's
goal in the sixth minute
proved to be enough for
the Armstrong women's
soccer squad as the Pi
rates knocked off No. 19ranked Belmont Abbey in
the Peach Belt/Confer
ence Carolinas Classic in
Columbus, Ga., on Sun
day Oct. 12.
The win, the first against
a nationally-ranked foe
this season, improved the
Pirates' record to 1-2-1
in 2008 against ranked
teams, with two more
ranked foes upcoming on
Armstrong's schedule in
the next week. Armstrong
(7"3"3) also handed the
Crusaders their second
consecutive loss as Bel
mont Abbey (8-2-2) came
into the Classic unbeaten
in 10 previous matches.
Burton put the Pirates

up as she received a per
fect pass from senior Jamie
Craine right in front of the
net, scoring a goal in her fifth
consecutive match, tying her
own career high and extend
ing her PBC-leading goal to
tal to 14.
After that it was the Arm
strong defense that took cen
ter stage, holding Belmont
Abbey to just one shot in
the first half and three shots
overall in the match. Arm
strong keeper Tracey Mitch
ell recorded the shutout in
net, making one save, while
Belmont Abbey keeper Anna
Wells faced eight Armstrong
shots and recorded three
saves.
Each team recorded five
corner kicks on the day and
the Crusaders were whistled
for four offsides, compared
to two for the Pirates.
Armstrong returns to ac
tion on Wednesday, October
15, as the Pirates host the
top-ranked team in NAIA,
Lindsey Wilson (Ky.), at 3:30
p.m.

Photo courtesy of Sports Communications
Casie Richards had 9 kills and no error in 13 attempts during the game against UNC Pembroke.
Photo courtesy of Sports Communications
Kristin Burton tied her career high and stretched her
PBC leading goal to 14.

Beckmann captures Ole miss Fall Classic singles title

Golf fall
season recap
By Kelly Ondriezek
Staff Writer

Courtesy of Sports
Communications

JXFORD,
Miss.
and
NTER PARK, Fla. - Jur Martina Beckmann
;ed out the Armstrong
nen's tennis team's ac1 at the Ole Miss Fall Claswith a win in the C Sin3 d raw on Sunday Oct 12.
3eckmann was the only
ly Pirate player to win
nain draw final on Sun' as Armstrong went 1-3
action in Oxford, Miss.,
1 Winter Park, Fla. She
eated Tina Ojdanic of Artsas State, 6-0, 6-3, to finoff the draw, winning all
ir matches in straight sets.
The only other player
:h a winning Sunday was
shman Sona Novakova,
o earned the A Singles
iw consolation title with
1-1, 6-7, 7-5 win over Erica
isa'n of South Alabama.
In other action on Sunday,
jhomore Alida Muller-We
ill dropped the B Singles
iw final to Gabby Rangel of
5 Miss, 6-3,7-6 (3)- Mullerriilau and Beckmann then
imed in the A Doubles
iw to take the top-seeded
0 of Boxx and Nijssen of
e Miss to the brink, fallt in a tiebreaker, 9-8 (6).
In the C.L. Varner Inational in Winter Park,
1 hosted by Rollins Colre junior Gabriella Kovacs
opped a 6-0, 7-6 (D A
igles draw final to Senka
ftic of Florida Southern in
e only action on Sunday.
Three members' of the
mstrong women's squad
mpeted at the Ole Miss
11 Classic and the trio com

bined to go 4-1 in Friday's
action. In doubles action,
Martina Beckmann and Al- ,
ida Muller-Wehlau picked
up two wins in the A Draw,
defeating Dangond and Is
rael of Louisiana-Lafayette,
8-6, and then knocking off
No. 2 seed Airpetian and Lukomskaya of Arkansas, 8-3.
In singles, Muller-Wehlau
won her first-round B Draw
singles match over Katie
Welch of South Alabama,
6-1, 6-2. Beckmann, mean
while, won her first-round
C Draw singles match with
a 6-1, 6-0 win over Rebecca
van den Houte of ArkansasLittle Rock. The only ca
sualty of the day was Sona,
Novakova, who lost to No.
2 seeded Michaela Babicova of South Alabama, 6-2,
6-4, in the A Draw singles.
Meanwhile, three men's
and three women's players
were in Winter Park, Fla., for
the C.L. Varner Invitational.
The men were 2-1 in
singles play, all in the A
Draw. ( Second-seeded Tim
Johannsen defeated Pablo
Seijo of Rollins, 4-6, 6-4,
6-2, while fourth-seeded
Rafael Array knocked off
Eugerle Dolgovikh of Cen
tral Florida, 6-3, 6-4. Paul
Fitzgerald fell to fifth-seed
ed Tarek Ben Soltane of
Central Florida, 6-4, 6-3.
The women, meanwhile,
went 5-1in singles play. Sixthseeded Gabriella Kovacs de
feated Isa Ohlinger of Central
Florida, 6-1, 6-3, and Lauren
Pfeiffer of Florida Gulf Coast,
6-1, 6-1, to advance to the
quarterfinals of the A Draw.
Alisa Kagukina won her firstround A Draw match, defeat

ing Edita Kulichova of Nova
Southeastern, 6-0, 6-3, but
lost to top-seed Jenny Frisell of Central Florida, 4-6,
7-5,6-0, in the second round.
In the B Draw, Kathleen
Henry defeated Laime Contreras of Barry, 6-0, 6-1, and
Nora Baertschi of Florida
Southern, 6-0, 6-2, to ad
vance to the quarterfinals.
Both of Armstrong's dou
bles teams received byes
on Friday as the top seed
Kagukina and Henry for
the women and Array and
JohannSen for the men.
The trio of women's tennis
players went undefeated at
the Ole Miss Fall Classic and
headlined Saturday's action
in a pair of fall tournaments.
Sophomore Alida MullerWehlau advanced to the
final of the B Singles draw
ing two wins on Satur
day Oct. 11. She defeated
Mimi Renaudin of host Ole
Miss, 6-1, 6-2, and then
took out Louisiana-Lafay
ette's Milou Israel, 6-1, 6-2.
Junior Martina Beckmann
advanced to her bracket fi
nal as well, defeating Elne
Barnard of Arkansas State,
6-4, 6-4, and Leydi Zora of
Arkansas State, 6-3, 7-6 (2),
in the C Singles draw. The
duo then paired to defeat
Krisan and Welch of South
Alabama, 8-6, to make it to
the A Doubles draw final.
Freshman Sona Novakova
picked up a pair of wins in
the A Singles consolation
bracket, defeating Julie Mazinova of Louisiana-Lafayette,
6-1, 6-1, and Natalia Muyuk
of Mississippi State, 6-2, 6-1.
At the C.L. Varner Invi
tational, junior Gabriella

Kovacs won twice to advance
to the final of the A S ingles
draw, defeating Ulia Talalenko of Nova Southeastern,
7-6 (3), 6-3, and Olivia Howlett of Hillsborough Commu
nity College, 6-0, 1-6, 6-4.
In the B Singles draw,
freshman Kathleen Henry
defeated Leah Johnson of
Florida .Gulf C oast, 6-2, 6-1,
but fell to Christy Core of
Central Florida, 2-6,6-4, 6-4.
The doubles duo of Henry
and Alisa Kagukina fell to

Serrot and Yacaman of
Central Florida, 8-6, to
round out the Lady Pi
rate action on Saturday.
Armstrong returns to
action this week as Novak
ova.travels to Mobile, Ala.,
for the ITA Small College
National Championships
on October 16-19 at the
Copeland-Cox
Tennis
Center. She will be joined
there by men's tennis play
er Edualdo Bonet as both
compete in singles action.

Photo courtesy of Sports Communications
Martina Beckmann was the only lady pirate to win a main
dram final at the invite.

The Armstrong men's golf
team improved with each
tournament. The team start
ed out the season with the
Kiawah Island Invitational
on Sept. 9 where they placed
11th out of 15 teams. Arm
strong scored a total of 604,
28 strokes over par and 45
strokes behind tournamentwinning South Carolina-Aiken. All-American senior Chris
Wolfe had the best individual
score for the Pirates with
a 142, earning 10th place.
Armstrong excelled at the
Coker College Invitational
on Sept. 23, placing eighth
with an overall score of 586.
The Pirates trailed winner
Florida Southern by only
18' strokes. Wolfe finished
the tournament with a 144,
again coming in 10th indi
vidually. Freshman Matthew
Motes scored the best round
for Armstrong on the second
day with a 71. He finished out
the tournament in 31st place
with a total score of 148.
The Pirates had their best
score so far this season at the
Mizuno Savannah Intercol
legiate tournament where
they finished in 5th place
in the tournament won by
Georgia Southern. Senior
Chris Wolfe placed 3rd indi• vidually with a total of score
of 215, just 3 strokes behind
the leaders. Freshman Mat
thew Motes finished with a
total of 221 placing 13th indi
vidually. Junior Jon Wingate
scored the second day's best
round with a 68, finishing
in 15th place individually.
The fall season concluded
with the Queens Invitational
in Bluffton, South Carolina
on October 12-I4th. Arm
strong entered the tourna
ment in seventh place in the
Peach Belt Conference. Check
aasupirates.com for results
from the Queens Invitational
and to see if t he Pirates rose
in the final season standings.
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Calendar of Events
ARTS
&
ENTERTAINMENT

Oct. 18: Dr. Martin's "Time is The Fire" book signing at E. Shaver bookseller on 326 Bull Street.
Oct. 21: The Poetry Society of Georgia begins its poetry reading series at 7:30 p.m. at Books on Bay Street, 224 Bay Street. The series
is co-sponsored by Southern Poetry Review and AASU's LLP Department.

Oct. 25-Nov

1: The SCAD Film Festival begins on Trustees Theater, 216 E. Broughton St., Savannah, Ga. There will be 50 films selected
from more than 600 entries submitted from all over the world. Films will be shown at other venues as well as the Lucas Theatre.
For more information, call 912.525.5050 or visit scad.edu/filmfest.

Viaje Andina exhibit chronicles art, experiences from Argentina
By Angela Lucas
Staff Writer

Elderly weaver Don Clemente clutches what might be
one of the last ponchos that
he will weave in his lifetime.
The photo is entitled
"Clemente
Canavides,"
or
"Clemente
Going."
"He was one of the weavers
that we got to see and it just so
happens that he was weaving
his last poncho; he has Par
kinson's Disease so he shakes
and that's why he can't weave
any more so he's moving to
the city of Salta, but he has
no family left there that will
carry on the tradition," said
Christine Hefner, the student
who took the photograph.
"The photo is of his en
vironment. He is moving to
the city so it's a loss of tradi
tion in the city. He's holding
his last poncho. That was my
inspiration for taking tfpat
picture to show him in his
environment," she added.
"The Viaje Andina exhibit
is a culmination of the study
abroad trip to Argentina,
and the artwork created by
students and faculty and by
native weavers," said Ra
chel Green, Professor of Art.
The poncho from the
photograph
was
pur
chased on the trip and is

on display at the exhibit.
Students from the De
partment of Art, Music and
Theatre, led by Green and
fellow Professor of Art An
gela Horne, studied abroad
last June for 21 days in the
province of Salta, Argentina.
Green
explained
that
"Viaje
Andina"
trans
lates into "Indian Travels."
Study abroad students vis
ited and documented a com
munity of traditional weavers
while they were in Argentina.
The exhibit features origi
nal artwork by students and
faculty as well as artwork pur
chased from the community
of artisans in Seclantas, Salta.
All
of
the
weavings
in the exhibit are origi
nal artwork by the arti
san weavers of Seclantas.
Photography of the land
scape and of the people of
the region and oil paint
ings inspired from the trip
make up much of the exhibit.
Students spent time vis
iting various sites in the
Salta province and learned
about geolQgy, archeology
and the culture of the re
gion. The study abroad trip
centered on visits to arti
sans livin'g near the small
community of
Seclarltas.
Students visited weavers
in their homes to document

their lives and their centuries
old methods and designs.
All of the weavers are
members of the Valle Verde
Foundation, a
non-profit
group of weavers. The pur
pose of the foundation is to
create a sustainable tourism
industry that focuses on the
traditional crafts of the area.
Recognized in 2001 as a
nonprofit and fair trade or
ganization, the Valle Verde
Foundation was established
in 1995 in Seclantas with the
goal of improving the pro
duction of traditional crafts
such as weaving, tapestry
and basketry along with
agricultural products like
honey, wines and cheese.
The Valle Verde Foun
dation began with just four
families and through the
years has grown to include
over 60 families who live
and work in and around
Seclantas. Graphic design
students helped the founda
tion while they were there
by creating brochures for
them. The students are also
building a website for the
group. A link will be posted
at www.finearts.armstrong.
edu after its completion.
Students also took part
in a community service
project at one of the local
schools. They built, painted

and

installed

bookshelves

in the school's, classrooms.
The classrooms house more
than one grade level, and
the bookshelves also serve as
dividers in the classrooms.
Armstrong students also
donated art supplies, school
supplies, books and dem
onstrated photography pro
cesses to the elementary-age
students and their teachers.
The exhibit runs through
Nov. 17, and original artwork
donated by students and fac
ulty will also be sold at Cel
ebrate AASU Day on Oct. 22.
"All of the proceeds from
the sale of the artwork will
go to support the Valle Verde
Foundation. The prices of the
artwork ranges from $5 to
$35 and is a great way to pur
chase original artwork and
help support a great cause at
the same time," said Green.
Another

study

abroad

trip to Salta is scheduled
for the summer 2009. Con
tact Rachel Green at Rachel.
Green@armstrong.edu

for

more information on the trip.
The exhibit is located on
the first floor of the Fine
Arts Building. and can be

Clemente Canavides"

seen weekdays from 9 a.m.

photograph

to 5 p.m. until

Nov. 17.

By Alea Watson
Cnhtiiini.sl

Apple's concern over royalties causes a stir
— if not all — o f their current

will not affect the economy."

profit from iTunes and if the
Apple threatened the end

Gross domestic

royalty rates were raised.

product

chanical

royalty

rates

for

digital downloads.

(GDP) is defined as the total

Record

companies,

re

of its iTunes music store

Apple, a corporation that

market value of all final goods

cording artists, writers and

when they learned of a pro

grossed over $24 billion dol

and services produced within

publishers make money from

posed

increase

in

royalty

lars in revenue last year, ac

the country in a given period

revenue gained from the sale

rates, from 9 percent to a

counts for about "2 percent

of time.

of their songs. The record

possible maximum of 15 per

of the world PC market," ac

cent.

cording to Dr. Kam Fni Lau,

Board (CRB) ruled in favor

royalties to the publisher.

Interim Department Head of

of the Digital Media Associa

The publisher then pays the
writer a share of the royalty.

With the current state of

The

Copyright

Royalty

company

pays

mechanical

the nation's economy hang

Information Technology at

tion (DiMA) that represents

ing its hope on the success of

Armstrong.

Apple, the National Music

When asked if he thought

a $700 billion dollar bailout

One might think that the

Publisher's Association and

Apple's threat was ignited

plan, even a company like

closing of iTunes would have

other

download

by the failing economy Lau

Apple has to make hard deci

a big impact on the economy,

stores, by ruling that the

said, "I think they just want

sions, even involving one of

but Lau says, "Last year the

royalty rate will reihain at 9

to maintain the profit margin

its most profitable business

U.S. took in $13.78 trillion

percent. The CRB also estab

they have. It's not because

outlets.

gross domestic product. As a

lished a 24 percent rate for

of the economy; it's because

person it is sad to see a cou

ring tones.

of human beings. We are

Apple rationalized such a
drastic consideration by cit

ple thousand people get laid

ing that they would lose some

off, but Apple closing iTunes

r, O n

UBRARY

Internet

This is the first

time the

3:4?

Late for work, you speed
down the winding road you
drive every day. For one
moment you look down to
fiddle
with the radio and
when you look up all you
see are brake lights. Your
foot slams on the brakes
- but it's too late. You've
just rammed into the car in
front of you. •
Your
stomach
sinks,
your heart pounds, and
your breathing accelerates.
It happens every day.
Yet, some accidents result
in horrifying outcomes. The
Fatality Analysis Reporting
System states that in 2007,
there were an estimated
41.059 motor vehicle fa
talities - 6,552 of these fa

talities were young people
ages 16 to 20.
Certain precautions can
be made to avoid car acci
dents. Still, giost are un
anticipated so it's a good
idea to keep an emergency
safety kit in your car.
Plus, there are steps
you can take to ensure
your safety immediately
after the collision and to
make sure the accident is
handled legally.
Remember, even the
best drivers can get into a
car accident; so always be
aware and while driving,
make safety your primary
focus - not what song is
playing on the radio.

Your accident emergency safety kit should
include the following:

greedy."

board has established me

After At! tSatoshi Tomiie. Remix
After All Remixes - £F

Christine Hefner

Accident advice

Scare for iTunes Lovers
By Shade Summers
Staff Writer

Art Gallery Reception
Oct. 17 at noon in the Fine Arts Gallery
Will include the unveiling of the student-designed Valle Verde
Foundation website.
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Apple threatened to close the doors on it's widely popular iTunes store if the proposed increase in royalty rates went from 9 to 15 per
cent. The Copyright Royalty Board ruled in favor of keeping the royalty rates fixed at 9 percent.

1. Stay calm.
2. Check for injuries and notify the police.
3. Turn on hazard lights and - if it's safe - move cars out of the
road. Also, set outemergency cones or triangles to avoid
further damage.
4. Call your insurance company.
5. Don't sign any paperwork unless you read it very carefully
and agree.
6. T ake notes and pictures of the accident.
7. Exchange information with the other driver. Information
should include name, phone number, address, insurance
company, driver's license number, license plate number and
the car model with a description of damage. It's also smart
to gather witness'and police officers'contact information.
8. File a state vehicle accident report with the police and keep
in contact with your insurance agency.
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buffoon outshines DiCaprio's hero
les

^e''vet"s plot twists and theater-friendly action

By Joseph Peters
Staff Writer

Perhaps the reason that
the terrorists are so mad at
us is because we keep mak
ing movies about how we trv
to wipe them off the face of
ot
the earth.
The idea was first sug
gested to me by a friend, and
he s probably got a bit of a
point. Aside from "The Kite
Runner," I'm hard-pressed
to come up with another ex
ample of a movie that paints
tfie Arabic people in a sym
pathetic light.
Speaking ofthe status quo
here comes "Body of Lies "
Leonardo DiCaprio plays
Roger Ferris, a rising star "in
the CIA. He is reassigned to
the city of Ammas, Jordan,
and is quickly trusted by the
head of the Jordanian ver
sion of the CIA, Hani (played
by Mark Strong). The two of
them are well on their way
to eliminating the terrorist
threat posed by al-Saleem,
but C LA head Ed Hoffman's
(Russell Crowe) continued
intervention halts Ferris' ef

forts at every turn.
When talking about this
movie, you have to start with
the two high-powered leads,
and both turn in the same
stellar performances they al
ways do.
DiCaprio's portrayal of
Ferris is appropriately mas-%
culine.
DiCaprio is both believ
able and entertaining, but
Crowe's portrayal of Ed Hoff
man may be one of the most
entertaining of his career
and simply outclasses him.
There's none of the gruff
lovability that someone fa
miliar with Crowe's movies
would expect. He's arrogant
and loud, and it wouldn't be
a stretch to call his character
outright stupid. „
It couldn't be more enter
taining.
Director Ridley Scott han
dles both the pace and the
action with ease, and while
the film doesn't break much
new ground, what it does, it
does well. One of the opening
scenes involves Ferris stab
bing a man to death and then
being attacked by dogs as he

Fashion Focus

tries to escape. What could
become confusing is instead
enthralling, and the film is
packed with moments like
this.
The film does have its
faults. The plot is complicat
ed, and as it progresses it can
make even the most atten
tive viewer's head hurt. Some
would call it the sort of movie
you have to watch twice; oth
ers would simply call it too
complex for its own good.
The reality is probably
somewhere in between.
"Body of Lies" will prob
ably not be as good on DVD
as it was in theaters.
In terms of spy thrillers
heavy on action and plot
twists that beg for the full
cinema treatment, though,
"Body of Lies" is second to
none.
I

3 stars (out of 5)
Directed by: Ridley Scott
Starring: Leonardo DiCaprio and

Russell Crowe
Rated: R for strong violence

including some torture, and for
language throughout

© Warner Bros. Pictures 2008
Leonardo DiCaprio stars as Roger Ferris in Warner'Bros. Pictures' suspense thriller "Body of Lies."

Plus-size fashions hit the mall scene

For years, women have
flocked to Lane Bryant, which
has become second to Torrid
in terms of what's hip and
Have youever gotten the now. These two stores, along
"You're in the wrong store" with Ashley Stewart, are the
glare? Have you ever gone local leaders for fashionable
shopping with your girls looks sizes 12 to 26.
and found the lack of flat
The boom in plus-size
tering sizes and styles hard fashion has led to a growthin
to bare?
the plus-sized modeling mar
If your clothing is a size ket. Even the show America's
12 or larger, chances are, Next Top Model is recogniz
you probably have.
ing the deficit in the industry
There is little need to since turning out plus sized
worry, because there are winner Whitney Thompson,
indeed a few noteworthy along with other big beau
shops that carry larger siz ties Diane Hernandez, Di
ana Zalewski, Whitney Cun
es for women.
By Brittany Doctor
Columnist

ningham and Toccara Jones. comed and appreciated as a
Jones now hosts television customer.
shows on BET and models
In these stores, if some
for Ashley Stewart.
thing is labeled as XL, it will
"High School Musical" more than likely actually fit
star Kaycee Stroh and "Hair- an XL person, unlike other
spray" star Nikki Blonsky are stores that use the label to
new to the modeling scene size clothing that would fit
and have shot spreads for more like a medium.
.Torrid and other plus size
While most department
sources.
stores do sell plus sized cloth
Shopping in a plus-size ing, the pickings can be kind
store can be easier on women of slim.
who would like to avoid the
Plus-sized stores have a
stares and glares of " skinny wide range of fashions at
store" clerks. In my experi mostly reasonable prices.
ence, being in a store estab Torrid and Ashley Stewart
lished for people my size are located in the Ogletho
makes me feel more wel rpe Mall, and Lane Bryant is

in the Savannah Mall. Cato,
also in Savannah Mall, sells
both smaller and larger sizes,
and Catherine's, across from
Oglethorpe Mall in Chatham
Plaza, sells sizes 16 to 36W.
All of these stores carry
fashion basics, runway chic
items, lingerie, work wear,
club gear, accessories and
just about anything else
you'd expect. Lane Bryant,
Torrid and Ashley Stewart
feature great bras in hard to
find sizes.
Not only is if becoming
easier to find plus size stores
around town, but it is espe
cially easy to find and buy

Fried Chicken Tenders Crossword

Bv Holly Harrison
Staff Writer

Ingredients
l cup of cornmeal, or more
depending on quantity of
chicken used

1 to 11/2 lbs of chicken
tenders
salt and pepper

2 to 5 tablespoons of oil or
enough to coat the
bottom of a frying pan

Procedure
1. Pour the oil into a frying pan cooking over medium heat.
2. Mix together the cornmeal, salt and pepper.
3. Roll the chicken tenders in the cornmeal mixture.
4. Place the tenders in the frying pan and turn occasionally until brown and crispy.
Tip: For added flavor, try mixing curry or chili pepper in with the cornmeal.
*

Visit us online to see pictures of this dish. theinkwellonHne.com
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ACROSS
1 Old World
'songbirds
6 Pose questions
9 "Johnny Belinda"
star
14 Look forward to
15 Definite article
16 Lift up
17 Meat eater
19 Ford from
Tennessee
20 Needle's hole
21 Tidy any loose
ends
22 Slammin'
Sammy
23 Ump's call
24 Moisten a torn
26 Big name in
office supplies
30 Most lofty
34 Predatory insects
36 Penn's partner
37 Abdul Aziz _
Saud
38 Heel
40 Medical pix
41 L'chaim and
prosit
45 Lasting
49 Perle Mesta, e.g.
51 Western range
52 Curses
54 Shout
55 Travel charges
58 Wahine's
welcome
60 One of Ted's
stations
63 Catlike
64 Uprising
66 Open sore
67 Bad grade
68 Summer or
Shalala
69 Green years
70 Pig pen
71 Brew, as tea
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

DOWN
Boot binding
Absent from
Not common
Reunion folk
Incentives
Perched upon
Decorative
growth
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25
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35

37

38
42

41

43

44

39

50

I52
56

57

63

36

45

49

55

10
1

18

17

26

plus-size clothing online.
Torrid.com,
ashleystewart.com,
Catherines,
com,
. lanebryant.com,
and catofashions.com are the
websites of the stores already
mentioned.
Hipsandcurves.com, sizeappeal.com and many others
are exclusively available on
the net.
In your search for sexy,
comfortable and cute appar.el, remember this quote from
plus size model and Torrid
spokeswoman. Mia Tyler:
"Beauty comes in all differ
ent packages."
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47
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51
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40

59
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66
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•

70

65
68

77

© 2008 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All r ights reserved.
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Don't give up on
Grapple
Shields' partner
Collect ore
Largest continent
Must have
Yeas and nays
Select
Fri. follower
Cough drop
brothers
Prohibition
Paquin and
Pavlova
Brief moment
Gantry or Rice
Missionary
Junipero
Light haircuts
Actor Mineo
Coifs
German cake
Coming
attractions
Mach topper
Recess
Ford and
McRaney
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Attempt
Broken pottery
Frozen rain
Tightly
stretched
56 Eyeball
impolitely
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A
V
M
V

3
O
V
3

57 Parasites on
people
59 Toe the line
60 Pitchfork point
61 Marrow holder
62 Ginger cookie
65 Destiny
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Who's Who Applications
Students who have held leadership positions or have been
active in campus organizations and will graduate prior to
December 31, 2009 are encouraged to apply for the 2009
Who's W ho among Students in American College and
Universities. Applications must be completed and returned
to the S tudent Activities O ffice (M CC 2 01) by 5 :00 p.m .
Friday, October 24.

I|

Armstrong applicants are required to participate in a brief
interview with the Student Activities Committee during one
of three sessions; 1:00 p.m. Tuesday, November 11; 3:00 p.m.
Wednesday, November 12 or 4:00 p.m. Thursday, November
13. Those s tudents n ominated b y the c ommittee will be
included in the 2009 edition of Who's Who.
Nominees are selected based upon a combination of
academic performance, demonstrated leadership abilities,
participation in academic, co-curricular and extracurricular
activities and their pe rsonal int erview. For a n a pplication
or more information contact the Student Activities Office at
927.5300.

MERCY HOSPITAL

Want to Advertise with

The Inkwell?
contact Vickie Faulkner
inkwelladvertising@gmail.com

2 ND A N N U A L H A U N T E D H O U S E
MONDAY, OCTOBER 27 & TUESDAY, OCTOBER 28
8 p.m. - midnight I Compass Point Apartments Clubhouse

$2 DONATION All proceeds benefit the Leukemia/Lymphoma Society

^AASU

Sponsored by AASU Housing and Residence Life
& The Resident Student Association

The Leukemia &
Lymphoma Society
Fighting Blood-Related Cancers

I

Classifieds
Jobs
Live Wire Music Hall and Cafe is seeking DYNAMIC, FLIRTY, HARD
WORKING people who can also sell! W e need bartenders, wait staff,
cooks, dishwashers, bar backs, bouncers, musicians and comedians!
Please apply in person at 307 West River Street.
Apply in person between 4:00-7:00 p.m. We are open 4:00 p.m.-3:00
a.m. We will soon be open 11:00 a.m.-3:00 a.m. We have LIVE MUSIC!
Mon-Sat and comedy every Wed! Co me see us!

For Rent
Two bedrooms for rent, some utilities included. $30 0.00 each/month
& $300.00 deposit. Ca ll Paula (912)629.6205, leave a message. Pr efer
non-smoker and non-drinker.

"Last one! - $144,700 - New spacious 3BR/2.5BA townhome. 400

FREE 1/2 FIOUR P OOL W ITH LUNCH PURCHASE
FROM OPEN-3 PM

Wed &Thurs $5 pitcher & $5/hour pool table

Tibet Ave. Ca ll (912)925.0864. www.yorktownplace.com"

Events
Party with the Savannah Derby Devils at"Scary-oke"at the Rail Pub
on Oct. 10 at 8:00 p.m. Win contests and other prizes! Visit www.
savannahderby.com for more info.

7 DAYS A WEEK

Wi-Fi access

